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STEP UPS 
Push bag to pool floor. Place a foot on bag 

and step up with the other foot. Alternate 

between feet. Great warm up drill 

BLASTER ROLL 
Push bag side to side across your body with 

one arm and catch bag with the other arm. 

Start slow. Great stretch / warm up 

KNEE LIFT 
Balance bag on your knee and lift bag to / 

above water surface. Another good warm up. 

HIKE, CHASE & PUSH 
Push bag through legs (leap frog) and chase 

bag backward. Push bag forward to starting 

point and repeat.  

KETTLE BELL - FRONT 
Hold upper handles and swing bag down 

between legs and sweep bag up to surface. 

Keep heels planted on floor 

PUSH-PULL-TWIST 
Hold upper and lower handles and push bag 

out horizontally, then pull bag in, twist and 

repeat 

MOGULS 
Press sides of bag with palms and hop side 

to side, shifting lower torso as you hop. Try 

keeping your shoulders underwater. 

BLASTER 360 
Rotate bag around one side of your body, 

release it, and catch bag from other side. 

Change directions. 

SHOULDER CURL 
Hold bag horizontally by upper and lower 

handles. Squat with shoulders underwater. 

Lift bag slowly to surface. Keep arms straight. 

WAVE MACHINE 
Hold upper and lower handles and swing bag 

back and forth near surface - make waves. 

Keep bag in a vertical position. 

CABLE PULL 
Grab the upper handles and swing the bag 

horizontally side to side near the surface. 

Lean back as you swing bag. Power move! 

KETTLE BELL - SIDE 
Hold upper handles and swing bag side to 

side underwater raising bag to surface. Heels 

planted and straight posture. 

BLASTER BOWLING  
Hold an upper handle with one hand. Lunge 

forward and slowly swing bag to surface. 

Take two steps back. Repeat. Like bowling. 
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KETTLE BELL - REAR 
Hold bag horizontally with upper and lower 

handles behind back. Lift bag to surface. 

Keep heels planted 

BLASTER CRUNCHES 
Cradle bag in forearms while standing 

straight. Lean slightly forward, then stand 

straight and look toward the sky 

BICEP CURL  
Hold an upper handle with one hand, and lift 

bag above water and lower bag underwater 

CRADLE AND SQUAT 
Cradle bag with forearms and stand straight. 

Squat down and stand up. Keep heels 

planted while lifting. 

BLASTER CURLS 
Hold bag horizontally by upper and lower 

handles. Lift bag to chest and lower bag 

underwater to knees.  

ROW  
Hold two upper handles (elbows out) and lift 

bag above water. 

 

PENDULUM SIDE LIFT 
Hold upper and lower handles and swing bag 

in a pendulum motion underwater, lifting bag 

out of the water on each side. 

POTATO SACK 
Place bag on one shoulder. Stand up and 

squat down, or walk forward and backward 

with bag on shoulder. 

OVERHEAD LIFT 
Hold upper and lower handles, crouch down, 

and lift the bag over head. Center bag over 

your chest and lift. Tough one! 

BABY LIFT  
Hold the bag by the sides – like lifting a baby, 

and lift the bag up and down. Tough one! 

 

KICKBOXING 
Put on the AquaBLAST harness and punch, 

kick, and push the bag. Try combinations of 

punching, kicking, pushing & lifting.  

COOL DOWN 
After your workout, do a cardio/respiratory 

cool down with low-intensity controlled 

movement for 5 minutes. 

 
 

TRY A TABATA / HIIT WORKOUT AT 20-40 SECONDS PER EXERCISE & 10 
SECONDS REST – BLAST AWAY! 


